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Temporal coding in rhythm tasks
revealed by modality effects
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Temporal coding has been studied by examining the perception and reproduction of rhythms
and by examining memory for the order of events in a list. We attempt to link these research
programs both empirically and theoretically. Glenberg and Swanson (1986) proposed that the
superior recall of auditory material, compared with visual material, reflects more accurate tem
poral coding for the auditory material. In this paper, we demonstrate that a similar modality
effect can be produced in a rhythm task. Auditory rhythms composedof stimuli of two durations
are reproduced more accurately than are visual rhythms. Furthermore, it appears that the audi
tory superiority reflects enhanced chunking of the auditory material rather than better identifi
cation of durations.

Progresshas been madein understanding temporal cod
ing from multiple perspectives. Onewayof thinking about
temporal codingis in termsof whenan eventhasoccurred.
This sort of coding, represented by work by Friedman
(1987), TzengandCotton(1980), andWinograd andSolo
way (1985), typicallyinvolves the presentation and recall
of words and other verbalmaterials. Temporal codingcan
also be thought of as a representation of the duration of
events (e.g., Block, 1982; Ornstein, 1969). Finally,some
investigations of temporal coding havefocused on the per
ceptionand reproduction of rhythms(e.g., Martin, 1972;
Povel, 1981). The major goal of this article is to build
a bridge between these various perspectives.

We begin by demonstrating that a variable having im
portant effects in recall, modality of presentation, plays
an equally important role in thecodingof rhythms. Previ
ous work on the perception of patternshas revealed a type
of modality effect. For example, Garner and Gottwald
(1968)presentedeight-element patternscomposed of two
different pitches or two different-colored lights. A num
ber of measures indicatedthat the auditorypatterns were
easier to learn than the visual patterns (at least at fast
presentation rates). Handel and Buffardi (1968) demon
stratedsimilareffects. In thoseexperiments, modality was
confoundedwith a stimulus dimension. Auditory patterns
were generated by sequencing twopitches, whereas visual
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patterns were generatedby sequencing lights of different
colors. In the work reportedhere, the auditoryand visual
patterns are morecomparable. In bothmodalities, the pat
tern is created by turning a single stimulus(toneor light)
on or off and manipulating solely the durations of the
stimuli. In preview, we havefound thatthe codingof tem
poralpatterns conveyed by an auditory signal is more sen
sitiveto rhythmic structurethan is codingof the samepat
tern conveyedby a visualsignal. In addition,memoryfor
auditory temporal patterns is superior to memory for
visual temporal patterns. A second experiment demon
strates a constraint on these effects that helps to identify
the processes used in temporal coding.

MODALITY AND TEMPORAL CODING

Many investigations of temporal codinghaveemployed
auditory stimuli exclusively (Deutsch, 1986; Povel, 1981;
Povel& Essens, 1985). This strategy mayreflecta choice
dictated by convenience. However, there are reasons to
believethat modality of presentation mayhave important
effects, effectsthat point to limitations in current concep
tions of temporalcoding and point to new theoreticalal
ternatives. Glenberg and Swanson's (1986) temporal
distinctiveness theory proposes that modality effects in
recall tasks reflect a differenceamongmodalities in tem
poral coding. In particular, they suggested (following
Gardiner, 1983) that auditory stimuli result in more ac
curate coding of time of presentation (when events oc
cur) than do visual stimuli. Furthermore, they specified
that temporal information is used as a retrieval cue to aid
the recall of the most recently presented information. In
combination, these assumptions provide an explanation
for the modality effect, that recall of recently presented
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auditory information exceeds recall of recently presented
visual information.

Three classes of findings support this temporal-coding
interpretation of modality effects. First. memory of au
ditory events is more sensitive to temporal variables (e.g.•
the durations between items) than is memory for visual
events (Glenberg & Swanson, 1986). Second, memory
for order of events is affected by modality: Memory for
order of auditory events exceeds memory for order of
visual events (Glenberg & Fernandez, 1988; Greene &
Crowder. 1988). Third, and most germane to the present
discussion. is the finding that auditory rhythms are
remembered better than are visual rhythms (Glenberg,
Altman, Mann, Forman. & Procise, 1989).

In the experiments reported by Glenberg et al. (1989),
subjects were presented sequences composed of short
(e.g.• 250 rnsec) and long (e.g.. 750 rnsec) stimuli. These
stimuli were either tones or visual signals. Immediate
reproduction of the sequences was more accurate for the
auditory stimuli than for the visual stimuli. This auditory
advantage was relatively unaffected by signal-to-noisera
tio. practice. and response mode (a sequence of button
presses in which one button represents short and the other
long, or an analog reproduction of the actual temporal
durations). To the extent that this rhythm-reproduction
task taps temporal coding. the results demonstrate more
accurate temporal coding for auditory than for visual
stimuli.

On the face of it, the conclusion that temporal coding
is more accurate for auditory than for visual stimuli does
not fit well with direct investigations of the perception
of duration (Crowder & Greene, 1987; also see Allan,
1979, for an earlier review). Those studies do not find
strong modality differences. One resolution is to propose
that Glenberg et al.' s (1989) results do not arise from mo
dality differences in coding duration, but from modality
differences in the coding of ordinal relations among the
durations; that is, which durations follow which others.
This view is consistent with the work of Povel (Povel,
1981; Povel & Essens, 1985). He proposed that coding
of a rhythm involves two processes. One is imposing an
isochronous beat (or clock) on the rhythm. (We will be
using the terms "beat" and "beat interval" to signify a
constant duration, not the onset of an event.) The beat
is chosen so that when beats are aggregated and mapped
onto the rhythm there are few beats that begin on unac
cented portions of the rhythm. Once the beat is chosen,
the pattern of individual elements (e.g.. notes in a melody)
within the beat are chunked. That is, a single symbol, the
chunk, is used to represent several stimuli and their order.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment I provides a test between two alternatives.
One alternative is that the auditory superiority in the
reproduction of rhythms (Glenberg et al., 1989) reflects
solely more accurate coding of the duration of auditory
signals than of visual signals. The second alternative is
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that the auditory superiority reflects a difference between
the modalities in chunking by beats. Similarly to Povel
and Essens (1985). suppose that temporal patterns are
coded by first imposing an isochronous beat on the pat
tern and then chunking, with a single symbol, the events
within a beat. We assume that the beat-based chunk
preserves the number of stimuli within the beat, their rela
tive durations (if not their metric properties). and their
order. Suppose, furthermore. that chunking by beats is
easier for auditory temporal patterns than for visual tem
poral patterns. Thus. representing auditory temporal pat
terns will require few symbols. because each symbol is
a chunk representing several stimuli. whereas represent
ing visual temporal patterns will require many symbols,
because each symbol represents but a single visual stimu
lus. The greater use of chunking with auditory stimuli en
hances maintenance of information in working memory.
resulting in auditory superiority in sequencereproduction.

In Experiment I. subjects tried to reproduce sequences
composed of nine intermixed long (600 msec) and short
(200 msec) stimuli. There were two important indepen
dent variables in the experiment. The first was the mo
dality in which a sequence was presented. That is, all of
the temporaldurations in a sequencewere carried by either
an auditory or a visual stimulus. The second independent
variable was designed to affect beat-based chunking of
the temporal patterns. In the constant condition, the du
ration of the interstimulus interval (lSI) between succes
sive stimuli in a sequence was always 200 msec. Thus,
the duration of a short stimulus plus an lSI interval (200
+ 200 msec) was exactly half of the duration of a long
stimulus plus an lSI interval (600 + 200 msec), to facili
tate chunking by 800-msec beats. In the variable condi
tion, the lSI was randomly changed after each stimulus
in the sequence. With a probability of .5, the lSI was
266 msec, and with a probability of .5, the lSI was
144 msec. Finally, in the split condition. the lSI after the
first four stimuli was a constant 200 msec, whereas the
lSI after the remaining stimuli varied randomly as in the
variable condition.

We expected to find auditory superiority in the constant
condition, replicating Glenberget al. (1989). Performance
in the variable condition should distinguish between the
two accounts for this finding. Suppose that the auditory
superiority reflects solely more accurate coding of the du
rations of the individual stimuli. Varying the duration of
the lSI should not affect this process, so that we should
find auditory superiority in the variable condition, too.
However. suppose that the auditory superiority reflects
the ease of imposing on auditory patterns a constant beat
and the use of the beat to chunk successive durations. With
the constant lSI, two short stimuli plus their ISIs (200 +
200 + 200 + 200) will exactly fill one 800-msec beat.
Thus, beat-based chunking is possible and auditory su
periority should be found. In the variable condition,
however, two short stimuli and their ISis may total, de
pending on the ISis, 688. 800. or 932 msec. This vari
ability precludes the use of a constant beat to chunk the
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sequence, and thus performance in the auditory conditions
should deteriorate to the level of performance in the visual
conditions.

We included the split condition as a safeguard. Perhaps
subjects require time to recognize the beat and to begin
imposing it on the sequence. In this case, the first few
beats in the split condition lure the subject into using the
beat to encode the sequence, and then the introduction of
the variable lSI disrupts this coding. Predictions for the
split condition are the same as for the variable condition,
except in the split condition the predictions only apply to
reproduction of the end of the sequence.

Method
The presentation, timing, and scoring of all events was controUed

by an Apple 0 + computer. The auditory stimuli were produced
by a fixed-frequency (926 Hz) square-wave oscillator used to drive
a 2-in. loudspeaker (72 dB(A) at the ear). A diffused-lens, red LED,
5 mm in diameter, was mounted above the speaker, and the LED
was used to present the visual stimuli. The speaker and the LED
were approximately 70 cm from the subject, and they were placed
atop a video monitor controUed by the computer.

Subjects were presented 12 blocks of sequences, and each block
was composed of six sequences. The six sequences in a block
represented one exemplar from each of the six conditions formed
by the factorial combination of modality (auditory or visual) and
lSI condition (constant, variable, and split). The order of the six
sequences in a block was random. Also, the sequences in a block
differed in the pattern of short- and long-duration stimuli, as
described next.

The composition of each sequence was random within the fol
lowing constraints. First, short stimuli always occurred in pairs.
Thus, a pair of short stimuli along with the following ISis would,
in the constant condition, fall into a putative beat equal to the length
of a long stimulus plus the fol1owing lSI. Second, no more than
four stimuli of the same length could be presented successively.
Third, a sequence contained a minimum of three transitions between
runs of short and long stimuli.

Each sequence began with a ready signal that indicated the mo
dality of the sequence but not the lSI condition. The ready signal
was displayed on the video monitor for 1,500 msec. The ready signal
was fol1owed by a I,OOO-msec blank screen. The appropriate se
quence was then presented (using the loudspeaker or the LED), and
it was fol1owedby a 25Q-msecdelay before the response probe was

displayed on the monitor. The probe consisted of an array of nine
short blank lines. Subjectsattempted to reproduce thesequence using
two keys, one labeled "short" and the other "long." Each keypress
resulted in a letter ("S" or "L") replacing one of the nine blank
lines. A third key allowed the subject to erase a previous response.
Pressing both the "short" and "long" keys indicated that the sub
ject was satisfied with the reproduced sequence, and initiated presen
tation of a new sequence.

After providing their informed consent and listening to instruc
tions, subjects practiced on four sequences, two of which were au
ditory and two visual. Orthogonally, two of the practice sequences
were in the constant condition and two were in the variable condi
tion. This practice was fol1owed by the 12 blocks of trials.

Subjects. A total of 44 subjects (25 women, 19 men) participated.
Of these, 24 were members of the University of Wisconsin sum
mer community who were paid for their participation in the ex
periment, and 20 were enrol1ed in introductory psychology classes
and received extra credit toward the course grade.

Results
Responses were scored by serial position. For each

serial position, if the subject's response ("short" or
"long") matched the true duration of the stimulus, a one
was scored for that position, otherwise a zero was scored.
The results of most interest are displayed in Figure 1.
These results have been collapsed across subjects and
blocks of trials.

Focus first on the results for the constant conditions.
Note that performance on the auditory trials exceeds that
for the visual trials; that is, there is a modality effect. Now
consider performance in the variable condition. Here the
modality effect is all but eliminated because of a drop in
performance in the auditory condition. The results of the
split condition are a combination of these two. In the ini
tial four serial positions (before the introduction of the
random lSI), performance in the auditory condition ex
ceeds performance in the visual condition. Starting with
the fifth serial position, however, there is a reversal for
all but the last position. These results confirm the predic
tion of the chunking account of the rhythm modality ef
fect. Apparently, the auditory advantage reflects chunk
ing of the sequence, not more accurate identification of
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the durations of individual sequences. There appears to
be a residual auditory advantage in the final position for
both the variable and split conditions. This may be noise,
or as Balota and Engle (1981) claim, terminal and preter
minal modality effects may reflect different processes.

The main observations were confirmed by a statistical
analysis of the data using a Type 1 error rate of .05. Con
sider first an analysis of the data from the constant con
dition. There were significant main effects of modality
[F(1,43) = 7.411, MSe = .058] and serial position
[F(8,344) = 38.405, MSe = .019]. The interaction,
however, was not significant [F(8,344) = 1.409, MSe =
.017,p = .19]. In the variable condition, there was a sig
nificant main effect of position [F(8,344) = 37.048, MSe

= .021], but the modality effect was not significant
(F < 1.0). Modality and position did interact [F(8,344)
= 2.763, MSe = .016], but in a nonsystematic manner.
That is, a simple effects analysis showed a significant au
ditory superiority in Positions 1 and 9 and a significant
visual advantage in Position 7. The modality differences
were far from significant at the other six positions. Fi
nally, consider the analysis of the data from the split con
dition. The modality difference was not significant
(F < 1.0), but the main effect for position was signifi
cant [F(8,344) = 41.425, MSe = .019]. The interaction
of modality and position was also significant [F(8,344)
= 1.961, MSe = .016]. This interaction was systematic:
Excluding the last position (because it may be special),
the first four positions (constant condition) resulted in au
ditory superiority, whereas the next four positions (vari
able condition) reversed the effect [F(l,43) = 4.284, MSe

= .027]. (Considered alone, however, the reversal was
not significant [F < 1.0]).

Discussion
Two points are worthy of note. First, there was a mo

dality effect in the constant condition, and the effect was
not confined to just the last few list positions. The reli
able modality effect demonstrates that conceptions of tem
poral pattern encoding are deficient to the extent that they
do not take modality into account.

Second, the pattern of effects is consistent with a greater
use of chunking with the auditory items compared with the
visual items. On this account, disrupting chunking using
the variable lSI lowered performance on the auditory trials
but not on the visual trials. Furthermore, when chunking
was disrupted, there was very little difference between
the modalities in the accuracy of coding durations (at least
to the extent that accuracy of duration coding is measured
by classification into the categories of long and short).

These results help to explain a puzzling inconsistency
in the literature on modality effects and temporal coding.
Crowder and Greene (1987) and Schab and Crowder
(1989) studied memory for duration using the irregular
list technique. Subjects were presented a sequence of
events (e.g., a permutation of the letters A-E) with vari
ous ISis within the sequence. Following the sequence, the
subjects were prompted with three letters defining two
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adjacent temporal intervals and the subjects were to indi
cate which of the intervals was longer. Although perfor
mance was affected by the actual durations, little (Schab
& Crowder) or no (Crowder & Greene) modality effect
was found. These investigators took this null effect as evi
dence against Glenberg and Swanson's (1986) claim that
temporal coding is more accurate for auditory than for
visual stimuli. We now can appreciate one reason (for
another, see discussion after Experiment 2) why the
irregular-list technique does not produce any evidence of
auditory superiority, whereas that evidence is common
place in recall tasks and in the rhythm-reproduction task.
The irregular-list technique is comparable to the random
lSI condition of Experiment 1. In bothcases, the develop
ment of chunking is disrupted by asynchronous presenta
tions. That is, the auditory superiority in temporal cod
ing is not (just) in perceiving durations; in fact, judging
from the results in the variable condition, individual du
rations are perceived and remembered about equally well,
regardless of modality. 1 Instead, the auditory superiority
comes about when those durations can be chunked, as in
the constant condition.

We now tum to a discussion of how that chunking might
take place in the rhythm task. Our goals are modest in
that we wish to provide an explanation that is sensitive
to modality differences in chunking. This explanation must
be combined with hypotheses of clock (beat) induction
(e.g., Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1982, or Povel & Essens,
1985) and recall (e.g., Glenberg & Swanson, 1986) to
provide a complete account of the data.

Our hypothesis begins with the assertion that subjects
use beats to chunk successive durations, perhaps because
of previous experience with music and rhythms. Because
chunking reduces the number of symbols needed to code
a sequence, it enhances memory and reproduction of the
sequence. We assume that analog duration codes are
generated by an echoic system (but unlike in Crowder &
Morton, 1969, this system is not reserved for linguistic
stimuli). Thus, when the echoic system is stimulated for
m msec (where m < duration of echoic memory), an m
msec duration code is created. When the coded durations
of successive stimuli (and their ISis) match the duration
of a beat, then the coded durations are effortlessly recoded
as a chunk. These chunks code ordinal relationships (what
follows what) and they are maintained in working
memory. When the coded durations of successive stimuli
do not match the duration of a beat, then the durations
must be individually coded and maintained in working
memory as separate symbols, one for each stimulus.

As an example, consider the coding of the sequence S,
S, L, S, S, L, L, S, S, in which S indicates a short stimu
lus (200 msec plus a 2QO-msec lSI) and L indicates a long
stimulus (600 msec plus a 2QO-msec lSI). Assume that
the subject is attempting to code the sequence using a beat
of 800 msec. The coded durations of the first two stimuli
exactly fit one beat, and hence the durations can be
recoded as one symbol, say, SS; the coded duration of
the next stimulus, an L, would also be recoded as one
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symbol, say, L, and so on. By the end of the sequence,
the nine durations would be coded as six symbols, SS,
L, SS, L, L, SS. If the subject were using a 1,600-msec
beat, working memory would hold just three chunks, SSL,
SSL, and LSS.

This sort of beat-based chunking will only work,
however, if the coded durations of successive stimuli ex
actly match the beat duration (as in the example). At this
point, we introduce the crucial assumption: Auditory
stimuli have automatic access to the echoic system. Thus,
an m-msec auditory stimulus results in a coded duration
of m-msec. In contrast, visual signals do not have auto
matic access to the system. Instead, a subject-controlled
process (e.g, humming to oneself) must be used to acti
vate the system. Variability in the timing and strength of
this subject-controlled activation degrades the analog
representation of duration of the visual signal (e.g., an
m-msec signal may be coded as a variable duration ofless
than m msec). This in tum degrades the system's ability
to form symbolic, beat-based chunks.

Consider the coding of the example sequence when it
is presented visually. To simulate inaccurate coding of
durations, assume that visual stimuli are coded as about
10% less than their actual values. The first stimulus has
a coded duration of 180 msec, the lSI is coded as
200 msec (for simplicity), the second stimulus is coded
as 180 msec, and the second lSI is coded as 200 msec.
The total coded duration is 760 msec, which does not fill
the 8OD-msec beat. In this case, the subject could wait and
try to add the next stimulus (the L) into the beat, but this
will not do, because it is too long, with a coded duration
of 720 rnsec. Because groups of coded durations do not
correspond to one beat, the subject is forced to code each
stimulus duration separately, resulting in nine symbols in
working memory at the end of the sequence, and poor
sequence reproduction. Note that subjects should have lit
tle difficulty discriminating short visual stimuli from long
visual stimuli (e.g., a coded duration of 180 msec should
be quite distinct from one of 720 msec). The problem is
in packaging the stimuli. Furthermore, in the visual con
dition, it will not do to simply reduce the length of a beat
by 10%. The reason is that we assume that the coding
of duration for the visual modality is variable, not sim
ply inaccurate by a constant (as in this example).

The difference between auditory and visual sequences
in amount of chunking will have two consequences. First,
sequences that are near memory-span length will be
reproduced more accurately with auditory presentation
than with visual presentation. That is, auditory sequences
will be chunked to within memory span, whereas the num
ber of symbols needed to code the visual stimulus will
exceed memory span. At first glance, it may seem odd
that subjects apparently do not effectively chunk the visual
sequences; after all, the sequences are very simple and
short stimuli always come in pairs. The model provides
at least a partial answer. With auditory sequences, the
chunks are formed relatively effortlessly, because two
processes are presumed to be automatic. First, auditory

stimuli have automatic access to echoic memory, hence
duration coding is automatic. Second, the coded durations
will match the duration of a beat and will be chunked au
tomatically. For visual stimuli, both of these processes
require some conscious effort. Subjects must consciously
stimulate echoic memory to code durations of visual
stimuli. Because of variability in duration coding, the
coded durations will not match the duration of a beat and
will not be automatically chunked. Any chunking that does
occur must be the result of additional effortful processing.

A second consequence of modality differences in chunk
ing is that subjects should have difficulty imposing a beat
on the visual sequences. Our informal observations are
consistent with this prediction. It is relatively easy to tap
one's foot in rhythm with the constant auditory sequences,
and relatively difficult to do so with the visual sequences.
There is also evidence from the pattern-perception liter
ature consonant with this prediction. Subjects spend more
time observing visual patterns (composed of two different
colored lights) than auditory patterns (composed of two
different-frequency sounds) before attempting to repro
duce the patterns (Gamer & Gottwald, 1968; Handel &
Buffardi, 1968).

The chunking model accounts for the major findings
in Experiment 1. First, in the constant condition, there
is auditory superiority in the reproduction of the se
quences. According to the model, this finding reflects
greater chunking of the auditory sequences compared with
the visual sequences. Second, in the variable condition,
reproduction accuracy of the auditory sequences is
reduced. In our account, the variable lSI condition induces
a sequence of durations that do not match the representa
tion of the duration of a beat. Hence, there is a reduction
in chunking and reproduction accuracy. Indeed, reproduc
tion of the variable auditory sequences is at the same level
as the constant visual sequences, an effect predicted by
the model because both modalities are being processed
in similar ways. Third, the variable condition causes lit
tle disruption in the reproduction of visual sequences. By
the model, elements comprising visual sequences are
coded individually even in the constant condition (due to
variability in subject-eontrolled input to the echoic
memory). Thus, the variable lSI cannot produce any fur
ther reduction in chunking and there is no further reduc
tion in performance.

EXPERIMENT 2

We have attributed the auditory superiority found in the
rhythm task to the automatic chunking of durations. Fur
thermore, we have proposed that there are limits on the
duration of stimuli that will produce automatic chunking.
Namely, the duration of a beat must be short enough to
be represented in echoic memory, about 2 sec (Darwin,
Turvey, & Crowder, 1972; Treisman, 1964). From this
limitation, we can derive new predictions from our model
of the coding mechanism. First, as the beat duration in
creases, we should observe a decrease in the difference



between auditory and visual rhythms. That is, with long
beats (e.g., more than 2,000 msec), the subject should
have difficulty representing a beat duration, precluding
automatic chunking of the auditory stimuli. In this case,
each stimulus (whether auditory or visual) will be
represented in working memory as a separate symbol.
Furthermore, increasing the beat duration should result
in a decrease in accuracy in the auditory condition (be
cause more symbols are required to represent the se
quence), but little decrease in the visual condition (be
cause each stimulus is already encoded as a separate
symbol). However, this latter prediction may be coun
tennanded by other factors. With a longer beat duration,
subjects will have more time to consciously recode the
individualsymbols using a control process outside the pur
view of the model (as opposed to the automatic chunking
discussed above). This control process should work
equally well on symbols generated by auditory and visual
signals. Thus, increasing the beat duration may result in
improved performance, but not a difference between the
modalities.

Method
Except for a few details noted next. the method was very similar

to the constant condition of Experiment I. The beat durations were
800 msec, 1.600 msec, and 2,400 rnsec. A beat duration was de
fined as the duration of a long stimulus plus the duration of the
(constant) lSI. which was always one-third the duration of the long
stimulus. Also, a short stimulus was always equal in duration to
the lSI. For example, in the I ,600-msec condition, the long stimu
lus was 1,200 rnsec, the lSI was 400 msec, and the short stimulus
was 400 msec. Subjects were randomly assigned to beat durations.
Each subject practiced on four sequences (two auditory and two
visual) and was then presented with 15 auditory and 15 visual se
quences. which were randomly intermixed. These sequences were
constructed using the same algorithm as used in Experiment I. A
total of 42 subjects (15 men, 27 women) participated in the experi
ment (14 in each beat-duration condition).

Results
The subjects' responses were scored as in Experi

ment 1. The data of most interest are in Figure 2. Note
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first the results from the 800-msec condition. As in the
constant condition of Experiment 1, there was a robust
modality effect, and as in our previous work, the modal
ity effect was found at all serial positions. In the 1,600
msec condition, the modality effect was more variable
across the positions. Finally, in the 2,400-msec condition,
there was little or no modality effect. These observations
were confirmed by an analysis of variance. There were
significant main effects for duration [F(2,39) =6.69, MSe
= .022], position [F(8,312) = 47.78, MSe = .025], and
modality [F(l,39) = 12.69, MS. = .046J. Importantly,
there was a significant modality x duration interaction
[F(2.39) = 3.28, MSe = .046J. This interaction indicates
that the size of the modality effect decreased with increas
ing beat durations. The only other significant effect was
the duration X position interaction [F(16,312) = 3.33,
MS. = .025J. This interaction reflects the greater drop
across serial position in the shorter beat-duration condi
tions compared with the long beat-duration condition.

Discussion
These results confirm the prediction that the modality

effect will decrease with long beat durations. Apparently,
when the beat duration is too long (greater than the dura
tion of echoic memory), the automatic chunking respon
sible for the rhythm modality effect is reduced or
eliminated.

One might argue that the absence of a modality effect
in the 2,400-msec condition is simply a ceiling effect.
Note, however, that there is a modality effect in both the
800-msec and 1,600-msec conditions at the initial serial
positions where recall is over 90% accurate. Thus, it is
unlikely that a modality effect in the 2,400-msec condi
tion, in which performance near the end of the sequence
hovers between 80% and 85%, is being obscured by ceil
ing effects. Furthermore, Garner and Gottwald (1968)
report a similar interaction between rate and modality
using observation time as the dependent variable. Their
subjects observed visual patterns for longer than auditory
patterns before attempting to reproduce the pattern. How-
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ever, the difference in observation time decreased with
slower presentation rates.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The experiments generated three important empirical
effects. First, there was a modality effect in the reproduc
tion of rhythms: Auditory rhythms were reproduced more
accurately than were visual rhythms. Second, reproduc
tion of auditory sequences was disrupted by the variable
lSI more than was reproduction of visual rhythms. Third,
the auditory advantage decreased when long beat dura
tions were used. All three of these findings are consis
tent with our chunking model.

The model can also account for a number of other fea
tures in the literature on time judgments and rhythm per
ception. Allan (1979, pp. 346-347) reviews effects of non
temporal information on time judgments, many of which
are consistent with the model. First, filled intervals are
judged as longer than unfilled intervals. Within the model,
a filled interval (particularly an auditory filled interval)
will automatically activate echoic memory, leading to ac
curate coding ofduration. To code the duration of an un
filled interval, a more variable conscious-eontrol process
(e.g., humming to oneself) must be used to activate echoic
memory. Second, the model accounts for the finding that
a filled auditory interval is perceived as longer than a filled
visual interval. With a visual interval, variability in the
controlled onset of the activation of echoic memory tends
to reduce coded duration. That is, the onset of activation
may be delayed (reducing coded duration), but activation
is unlikely to begin before the stimulus (which might
otherwise have increased coded duration). Similarly,
variability in attention to the stimulus during its presen
tation will tend to decrease coded duration. Third, dis
criminability of filled auditory intervals is greater than
discriminability of filled visual intervals: Variability in
the encoded duration of visual signals of constant dura
tion should decrease discriminability.

Schab and Crowder (1989) derive the following gener
alization from their review of the literature on modality
and time estimation: "For durations longer than a few
seconds, and for responses more precise than absolute
category judgments, we suggest that both duration ex
perience and duration judgment are mediated by central
processes and are relatively independent of peripheral sen
sory parameters ... For shorter intervals ... a different
judgment process may be operating, one that perhaps re
lies more on sensory features in which duration and tem
poral patterning ... are influenced by the modality of
presentation" (pp. 386-387, emphasis added). This gener
alization is consistent with the chunking model. The model
only codes durations shorter than or equal to the maxi
mum duration of echoic memory (perhaps 2 sec). Cod
ing of those short durations should (and does) produce
modality differences. Coding of longer durations is out
side the purview of the model and hence may not be sen
sitive to modality.

Finally, the model provides a second reason why Crow
der and his colleagues (Crowder & Greene, 1987; Schab
& Crowder, 1989) have found little evidence for modal
ity effects in judging durations using the irregular-list tech
nique. In those experiments, subjects were presented tem
poral markers (e.g., five letters) that were separated by
irregular durations. Subjects were asked to judge which
of two durations (defined by three successive markers)
was the longer. The finding of interest was that modality
of the markers made little difference. According to the
model, auditory markers will automatically activate du
ration coding in echoic memory, whereas visual markers
require controlled activation. However, because the in
tervals are empty, the subject must continue to activate
echoic memory using a controlled process (e.g., humming
or counting) regardless of the marker modality. Thus, ac
cording to the model, for the great majority of the dura
tion being encoded, the same process is used for both mo
dalities and so no difference is expected.

The results from Experiments I and 2 point to a con
tribution of temporal (or ordinal) coding processes in
rhythm modality effects, whereas other results (e.g.,
Glenberg & Swanson, 1986) point to a contribution of
temporal coding to modality effects in recall tasks. Are
these two modality effects produced by the same cogni
tive processes? At first glance, the answer appears to be
no. After all, the modality effect found in the rhythm task
extends throughout the list, whereas the modality effect
in recall is usually confined to the end of a list. The mo
dality effect in recall is often associated with a large
recency effect, but there are only modest recency effects
in the rhythm task. Finally, the modality effect in recall
is not substantially affected by presentation rate, whereas
the modality effect in the rhythm task is (Experiment 2).

On the other hand, the mere fact of auditory superi
ority in both tasks is unlikely to be coincidental. Further
more, there is good reason to believe that the auditory
superiority in both tasks is related to temporal factors.
For example, Glenberg and Swanson (1986) demonstrated
that recall of auditory material is more sensitive to tem
poral manipulations than is recall of visual materials, and
the results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that memory for
auditory sequences is more affected by manipulations of
rhythm (constant versus variable lSI) than is memory for
visual sequences. Also, we have unpublished evidence that
the two modality effects are produced by the same cogni
tive processes. Namely, we have found that the size of
the rhythm modality effect and the size of the recall mo
dality effect correlate (r = .66, n = 19, p < .01) across
subjects. Our measure of the size of the modality effect
was performance in the last auditory serial position from
which was partialled performance in the last visual serial
position. This measure avoids various statistical artifacts
(see Chapman & Chapman, 1988), including individual
differences in overall performance. Additional informa
tion on this technique may be found in Glenberg (1990).

What remains is to characterize the temporal process
that is common to the rhythm and recall tasks. Our model



of the rhythm task specifies two levels of coding. First,
durations are coded using a ratio scale in echoic memory.
The second level of coding uses chunks stored in work
ing memory. Because auditory rhythms are more com
pactly stored (chunked) in working memory, they can be
reproduced more accurately. Note that this advantage
reflects, in part, an ordinal coding mechanism. The in
formation in a chunk codes which events followed which
others, not the metric properties of the events. Interest
ingly, recent work on temporal coding in recall-like tasks
has also pointed to storage of ordinal information. For
example, Tzeng and Cotton (1980) and Winograd and
Soloway (1985) have concluded that memory for time of
occurrence depends on storing ordinal associations be
tween items on a list. Similarly, using more naturalistic
stimuli, Friedman (1987) has developed a hierarchical ac
count of temporal coding. In his account, memory for time
of occurrence does not derive from a special time code
but from relationships among events, some of which ex
plicitly refer to times (the wash is done on Sundays, the
lawn is mowed in the summer). Thus, these different
research programs have reached a similar conclusion
about temporal coding: memory for time of occurrence
depends on coding ordinal relations among events rather
than on special temporal codes. Perhaps, then, a more
accurate characterization of this work is that it is inves
tigating ordinal memory, rather than temporal memory
with metric properties.

Our model of the rhythm task provides an explanation
for why temporal (ordinal) coding is superior for the au
ditory mode: Auditory stimuli automatically activate du
ration coding in echoic memory, which, in tum, facili
tates chunking. Why should temporal (ordinal) coding be
enhanced for auditory material in the recall task? A re
cent formulation by Penney (1989) suggests an answer.
Penney proposes that auditory and visual information are
processed in separate streams. The auditory stream results
in automatic activation of an A code and a P code. Pen
ney characterizes the A code as a rich and relatively dura
ble (perhaps up to 60 sec) sensory code. The P code is
a phonological code in working memory. In contrast, the
sensory code generated by visual stimuli is ephemeral,
and a control process is needed to generate the P code
for visual stimuli. Importantly, Penney reviews a large
body of data indicating that the A code results in strong
associationsbetween successive items. Thus, Penney's au
ditory stream and the A code provide just the mechanism
needed to produce better ordinal coding of auditory than
of visual information.

The positive correlation between the size of the modality
effect in the rhythm task and the recall task can now be
understood at three levels. First, modality effects in both
tasks reflect better "temporal" coding for auditory stimuli
than for visual stimuli. Second, "temporal" codes are
based on ordinal relations in both tasks. Third, these or
dinal relations arise from the operation of sensory cod
ing systems. For the recall task, the sensory system may
be Penney's A code, and for the rhythm task, the sen-
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sory system may be duration coding in echoic memory.
Furthermore, these sensory systems may be identical.
That is, the chunking model may be taken as a specifica
tion of how Penney's A code works in the domain of
rhythm coding. Determining exactly how to integrate Pen
ney's A code and the chunking model, and what theoret
ical benefits may result, is a task left for the future.
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NOTE

I. The conclusion that individual auditory and visual durations are
equally well perceived is based on a rather crude measure, theability
toclassify thedurations as long or short. A finer grained measure may
reveal differences between the modalities in thecoding of briefdura
tions (cf. Schab & Crowder, 1989).
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